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REPORT

Cassini Ion and Neutral Mass
Spectrometer: Enceladus Plume
Composition and Structure
J. Hunter Waite Jr.,1 Michael R. Combi,1 Wing-Huen Ip,2 Thomas E. Cravens,3 Ralph L. McNutt Jr.,4

Wayne Kasprzak,5 Roger Yelle,6 Janet Luhmann,7 Hasso Niemann,5 David Gell,1 Brian Magee,1

Greg Fletcher,1 Jonathan Lunine,6,8 Wei-Ling Tseng2

The Cassini spacecraft passed within 168.2 kilometers of the surface above the southern
hemisphere at 19:55:22 universal time coordinated on 14 July 2005 during its closest approach to
Enceladus. Before and after this time, a substantial atmospheric plume and coma were observed,
detectable in the Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS) data set out to a distance of over
4000 kilometers from Enceladus. INMS data indicate that the atmospheric plume and coma are
dominated by water, with significant amounts of carbon dioxide, an unidentified species with a
mass-to-charge ratio of 28 daltons (either carbon monoxide or molecular nitrogen), and methane.
Trace quantities (G1%) of acetylene and propane also appear to be present. Ammonia is present at
a level that does not exceed 0.5%. The radial and angular distributions of the gas density near
the closest approach, as well as other independent evidence, suggest a significant contribution to
the plume from a source centered near the south polar cap, as distinct from a separately measured
more uniform and possibly global source observed on the outbound leg of the flyby.

T
he INMS instrument on the Cassini

spacecraft, pointing within 60- of the

direction of motion of the spacecraft

and traveling with a relative velocity of È8 km

sj1 to Enceladus, was able for the first time

to investigate the composition and spatial dis-

tribution of gases in the plume and coma

surrounding Enceladus (Fig. 1). Previous close

flybys of Enceladus (G4000 km) by the Cassini

spacecraft have all been carried out with INMS

pointed in the anti-ram direction of motion of

the spacecraft, thereby precluding possible mea-

surements of any neutral gases associated with

Enceladus.

The Cassini INMS is a dual–ion source

quadrupole mass spectrometer covering the

mass-to-charge ranges 0.5 to 8.5 and 11.5 to

99.5 daltons (1, 2). The dual-source design com-

bines classic closed– and open–ionization source

configurations that measure inert species and

reactive species and ions, respectively. The

primary data reported in this paper were ob-

tained with the closed source. In the closed

source, the neutral gas flows into a spherical

antechamber where it thermally accommodates

with the walls before flowing through a transfer

tube to an electron ionization source and is

ionized by electron impact at 70 eV. The high

flyby velocity of the Cassini spacecraft with

respect to Enceladus (È8 km sj1) produces a

dynamic pressure enhancement in the ante-

chamber that increases sensitivity (1, 2), but at

a reduced level because of the 60- orientation

of the sensor with respect to the ram direction

of the spacecraft_s motion.

The spectrum displayed in Fig. 2 indicates a

mass scan covering the range 1 to 99 daltons.

The individual mass spectra that were used to

form the spectrum were acquired every 4.6 s

for the time period when the spacecraft was

closer than 500 km to the surface of Enceladus.

The spectra have been added to enhance the

signal-to-noise ratio. The background subtrac-

tion for ingress and egress data are treated

separately to account for changes observed well

before and well after the Enceladus flyby. The

primary constituents H
2
O, CO

2
, N

2
or CO, and

CH
4

are evident from the primary mass peaks

at 18, 44, 28, and 16 daltons, respectively. Mass

peaks are also measured for the minor atmo-

spheric species (C
2
H

2
and C

3
H

8
). Other species

that could be present at a level G0.5% include

NH
3

and HCN.

The responses of all of the measurable

product channels of the primary constituents of

interest were determined during the flight unit

and engineering unit calibrations (with the

exception of H
2
O, NH

3
, and HCN, which were

obtained from National Institute of Standards

and Technology tabulations). These responses

were subsequently used in the deconvolution of

the spectra. Because of the nature of the

electron-beam ionization source, the signal in

each mass bin is a combination of the signals

from the ionization or dissociative ionization of

several constituents. Spacecraft velocity and atti-

tude are used to compute the ram flow enhance-

ment. From these data, a matrix is constructed

relating instrumental response for various mass

channels to the atmospheric composition. Inver-

sion of this matrix with suitable numerical

methods (3) yields abundances for a range of

constituents. The measurements (and matrix

elements) are weighted by the reciprocal mea-

surement error.

The best fit to the atmospheric composition

based on the mass deconvolution (according to

a reduced chi-squared metric) gives 91 T 3%

H
2
O, 3.2 T 0.6% CO

2
, 4 T 1% N

2
or CO

(depending on the identity of the mass peak at

28 daltons), and 1.6 T 0.4% CH
4
, where the

error estimates are the larger of the fit range or

the 1s statistical error of the fit and do not

include systematic errors from factors such as

calibration, which may be as high as 20%

(Table 1). Statistically meaningful residuals in

the mass ranges 14 to 17 and 26 to 27 daltons

suggest that there may also be trace quantities

(GÈ1%) of ammonia, acetylene, hydrogen cya-

nide, and propane.

The signal-to-noise ratio in the mass-18

channel (predominantly the H
2
O signature) is

sufficient within 4000 km of Enceladus to in-

vestigate how the water vapor density varies

along the track of the spacecraft (Fig. 3). In Fig.

3, we also compare the water vapor density with

the density of dust particles greater than 2 mm

in size inferred from the Cassini Cosmic Dust

Analyzer (CDA) (4). There is noticeable asym-

metry with respect to the closest approach in both

data sets and a reasonable correlation between

them, but with an offset of 32 s. Furthermore,

water vapor density variations well above the

level of expected statistical variation suggest spa-

tial and/or temporal structure of the outgassing

source. Moreover, the spatial variability and the

asymmetry of the water vapor and dust distribu-

tions with respect to closest approach (Fig. 3)

suggest an association with the southern ther-

mal hot spot (5, 6).

The mass spectrum obtained by INMS can be

used to understand the origin and evolution of the

interior of Enceladus. The inferred surface

pressure of the atmosphere (properly an exo-

sphere) lies between 10j1 and 10j4 nanobars,

such that collisions and subsequent gas-phase

chemical reactions play a minor role within the

atmospheric plume. Furthermore, the ionization

and dissociation time constants (hours at a
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minimum) are orders of magnitude longer than

the inferred transport time from the surface to

the point of measurement (È6 min). Therefore,

the outgassing products measured by INMS are

presumed to have been produced in aqueous and/

or solid phases or in a high-pressure gas channel

within Enceladus before outgassing or sputtering

took place. Furthermore, the nonspherical densi-

ty variations of the plume and coma suggest that

the observed composition is an accurate repre-

sentation of the gas composition that occurs at

the site of local outgassing from the south polar

hot spot (Table 1). This suggestion of a close

association between surface and plume compo-

sition is reinforced by the strong correlation

between the surface composition derived from

data collected by the Cassini Visual and

Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) within

the tiger stripes associated with the south polar

hot spot (7) and the plume composition mea-

sured by INMS 250 km above the boundary of

the south polar region (6). VIMS measured

predominantly water ice, with an admixture of

carbon dioxide (very similar to the findings of

INMS), and an organic signature from a light

hydrocarbon. Furthermore, from the VIMS data

we infer an upper limit for a CO mixing ratio

of 0.5% (8). Similarly, the Cassini Ultraviolet

Imaging Spectrograph (UVIS) observations set

an upper limit of 2% for the CO mixing ratio

(9, 10). When considered together, the VIMS

and UVIS observations suggest, although not

conclusively, that the INMS peak at mass 28 is

most likely produced by N
2
. Follow-up obser-

vations are needed to verify this.

The presence of N
2

and little, if any, NH
3

(G0.5%) is notable, because ever since the dis-

covery of large crater-free areas on Enceladus

by Voyager imaging, ammonia has been a

preferred substance for lowering the melting

point of water ice and increasing its buoyancy

so as to aid or enable resurfacing (11). Am-

monia was reported to have been detected as

a very weak hydrate feature in one ground-

based near-infrared spectroscopic observation

of Enceladus (12) but not in another (13). Our

failure to detect ammonia suggests either that it

is not involved in the subsurface mechanisms

that created the plume or that aqueous chemis-

try within the interior source regions of the

plume effectively converts NH
3

to N
2

before it

can be exposed to or ejected from the surface.

We can, however, virtually rule out chemical

complexing of some or all of the NH
3

with the

walls of the INMS antechamber, a phenomenon

seen in laboratory studies of ammonia (14) but

unlikely here on the basis of our careful analysis

of the background changes after the flyby. With

respect to the identification of the molecular

nitrogen, we cannot completely rule out the

mass-28 species being CO rather than N
2
, in

which case the outgassing observed from the

plume would have a composition that is re-

markably close to that of comets, as inferred

from multiple cometary observations Etables 1

and 2 in (15)^. Thus, further study both of the

identity of the mass-28 peak and of possible

loss mechanisms that might make NH
3

difficult

to observe are warranted.

The radial and angular density distributions

of water vapor are also important in under-

standing the nature of the processes responsible

for the outgassing. The fit to the functional

form natural log (density) versus 1/(distance to

the center of Enceladus)x for the combined

ingress and egress data set gives a best fit of x 0
1.5 T 0.1 (supporting online material text).

However, asymmetries in this fit inbound (x 0
2.0) versus outbound (x 0 1.1) and irregularities

near the closest approach, as well as evidence

from other Cassini investigations (4–7, 10), sug-

gest an asymmetric gas distribution organized

around a source centered near the Bwarm[ (5, 6)

south polar cap. To understand this asymmetry,

we used a direct-simulation Monte Carlo mod-

el developed originally for comets (16, 17) to

Fig. 1. View of Enceladus showing
surface features and the Cassini
ground track during the flyby on
14 July 2005. The south polar hot
spot is shown in red, amidst the
surface feature known as the tiger
stripes. The spacecraft trajectory is
shown in yellow. The colors of the
points along the trajectory repre-
sent Cassini’s closest approach to
Enceladus (purple), the closest ap-
proach to the southern polar hot
spot (red), the point along the track
where INMS saw the maximum
water vapor density (black), and
the point along the track where the
CDA saw the peak in dust particle
density (green). The direction of
motion of the spacecraft (ram direc-
tion) is represented by the arrowhead on the trajectory. SC, spacecraft.

Fig. 2. Average mass
spectrum for altitudes be-
low 500 km. The solid
black line indicates the
measured average spec-
trum and the red symbols
represent the reconstructed
spectrum. The error bars
displayed are the larger
of the 20% calibration
uncertainty or the 1s sta-
tistical uncertainty. The
dotted line is indicative
of the 1s noise level.
The dissociative ioniza-
tion products produced
by the electron ionization
source for each constitu-
ent are shown above the
figure. Da, daltons; IP,
integration period.

Table 1. Composition of the gas plume and
coma associated with Enceladus. The minimum
and maximum values represent the range of
values associated with adopting different com-
positional mixtures. The standard deviation
represents the largest statistical uncertainty
associated with the fit of each constituent.

Species Minimum Maximum SD

H2O 0.9070 0.9150 0.0300
CO2 0.0314 0.0326 0.0060
Mass 28 (CO or N2) 0.0329 0.0427 0.0100
CH4 0.0163 0.0168 0.0040
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which we have added the effect of the weak

gravitational field. The water molecules are

introduced into the model from (5, 6) the south

polar source and (1) a uniform surface (possibly

sputtering) source. Several source character-

izations were attempted, varying the relative

upward speed from the source at the surface,

the size of the south polar source (4- to 15-
from the pole), the temperature, and the source

strengths. The uniform source is a simple

spherical outflow model with a density of n 0
S/(4pvR

E
2), where S is the total global source

rate, v is the average upward molecular

velocity, and R
E

is the distance from the center

of Enceladus.

Figure 4 shows the results of modeling the

INMS response to the plume and coma of

Enceladus in the time period of 400 s before and

after the closest approach, which corresponds to

1700 km from the center of Enceladus. The

source rate from the model_s uniform compo-

nent (the dashed line) is S
1
, 1.2 � 1026 mol-

ecules sj1, assuming a speed of about 400 m

sj1. The model_s south polar plume extends to

a latitude of –82- and has a thermal speed

distribution for the water sublimation tempera-

ture of 190 K and a source rate of S
2
, 1.7 �

1026 molecules sj1 (18). Varying the temper-

ature from 140 K (average temperature of the

tiger stripes region) to 270 K (suggested in

some subsurface heating scenarios) introduces a

range of 20% to the source strength. A small

third Bjet[ source with a half-cone angle width

of 3- and a source strength of only È5 � 1023

molecules sj1 could explain the peak; however,

the deviation of these two points from the model

is of the same magnitude as several other points

and may simply result from temporal or spatial

irregularities in the emission from the surface.

The total H
2
O production rate from Enceladus

(S 0 S
1
þ S

2
) is S , 1.5 � 1026 to 4.5 � 1026

molecules sj1, and the total gas production rate

S
gas

, 1.7 � 1026 to 5.0 � 1026 molecules sj1,

assuming the gas is 90% H
2
O from INMS

measurements.

The INMS measurements corresponding to

egress times larger than 250 s after the closest

approach show an extended plateau that does

not continue the downward trend of the models.

The region within 2000 km from the center of

Enceladus only takes about 1 to 2 hours to

populate. If these larger values in the extended

region are caused by temporal variations in the

source rate of water from Enceladus, as has

been seen in Cassini UVIS measurements of

atomic oxygen (19), then source rates up to a

factor of 6 or more than the modeled values

could occur. The lower INMS measurements

(compared with the nominal model in Fig. 4)

indicate source rates of a factor of 0.6 below

the nominal model values. The bounds of the

minimum and maximum model indicate a

highly variable source rate that varies on time

scales of less than 1 hour over a wide range

from 1 � 1026 sj1 to 3 � 1027 sj1. The density

range is shown as the broad gray area in Fig. 4.

The larger values in this range are more

indicative of the broad distribution seen at large

distances from Enceladus and are comparable

to the source rates required to account for the

water source of OH in the whole circum-

saturnian region. The density peak seen near

the closest approach could result from the start

of a new high–source rate episode. Notably, the

high level and irregularity of the source rate

indicated by the egress data, 250 to 400 s after

the closest approach, are far to the north and

cannot be traced directly back to the south polar

plume. Therefore, it is likely that the south

polar plume and the uniform source are both

highly variable.

The special role of Enceladus in supplying

water vapor and its related neutral and ionized

constituents to the magnetosphere of Saturn has

been recognized since the observations by the

Hubble Space Telescope (HST) of a substantial

OH torus (20). These results led to model-based

estimates of the source strengths of the various

icy moons and rings necessary to reproduce the

observed spatial variations. In particular, Jurac

et al. (21) concluded that about 80% of the re-

quired water vapor must come from Enceladus

and the E-ring region, implying that the pro-

duction from Enceladus was È3.75 � 1027

molecules sj1 or 93 kg sj1, which could be

consistent with the higher set of INMS mea-

surements at larger radial distances (È2000 km),

especially after the closest approach. This

could mean that the water source rate from

Fig. 4. Comparison of model
results to INMS density data near
its closest approach to Enceladus.
The diamonds show the INMS-
measured water density with the
1s uncertainties indicated by the
vertical lines. The dotted line cor-
responds to the south polar source
model covering latitudes from –90-
to –82-. The dashed line cor-
responds to a spherical global,
possibly sputtered source. The solid
line corresponds to the sum of
these two sources. The gray area
denotes the density range.

Fig. 3. Plot of the INMS
water density and CDA
dust density as a func-
tion of time along the
orbital trajectory. CDA
measurements represent
particles larger than 2
mm in grain size. Shift-
ing the INMS density
data –32 s from the
closest approach (CA)
maximizes the Pearson
correlation coefficient
(È0.85) between INMS-
derived water densities
and CDA-derived dust
densities. The light green
shading indicates the
estimated timing uncer-
tainty in the dust peak,
the gray shading indi-
cates the estimated un-
certainty in the water
vapor peak, and the dark
green shading indicates
the overlap.
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Enceladus might vary markedly by nearly an

order of magnitude on time scales of hours (19).

Jurac et al. (21) also suggested that impacts by

E-ring particles, a possible source, would be in-

sufficient to produce this amount. Neverthe-

less, Roddier et al. (22) had imaged a transient

feature with HST that could have been in-

terpreted as a large, impact-produced vapor

cloud. The fresh deposits on Enceladus_ sur-

face suggested by its high albedo also rein-

forced the idea that E-ring grains are constantly

being swept up, along with any larger objects

that may be present. Sputtering of ice by en-

ergetic Oþ ions as a source required more sur-

face area than could be accounted for by the

combination of Enceladus and the expected

E-ring grains. In a subsequent paper, Jurac and

Richardson (23) concluded that the source

rate for the observed water needed to be three

times larger and that its production mech-

anism remained unclear. The discovery by Cas-

sini of an unexpected venting of water vapor

from the south pole of Enceladus, of approxi-

mately the right amount, may provide a solution

to this mystery.
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REPORT

Enceladus’ Water Vapor Plume
Candice J. Hansen,1* L. Esposito,2 A. I. F. Stewart,2 J. Colwell,2 A. Hendrix,1

W. Pryor,4 D. Shemansky,3 R. West1

The Cassini spacecraft flew close to Saturn’s small moon Enceladus three times in 2005.
Cassini’s UltraViolet Imaging Spectrograph observed stellar occultations on two flybys and
confirmed the existence, composition, and regionally confined nature of a water vapor plume in the
south polar region of Enceladus. This plume provides an adequate amount of water to resupply
losses from Saturn’s E ring and to be the dominant source of the neutral OH and atomic oxygen
that fill the Saturnian system.

T
he youthful geologic appearance of

Enceladus (1) and the correlation of the

peak density of Saturn_s E ring with the orbit

of Enceladus (2) have long led scientists to

speculate that Enceladus is the source of the ring

(2–5). The narrow size distribution of particles in

the E ring suggests a liquid or vapor origin, in con-

trast to the broad range of particle sizes that would

be generated by impacts (2). To test the hypothesis

that Enceladus has geologic activity supplying the E

ring as well as neutral species in Saturn_s mag-

netosphere, the Cassini Ultraviolet Imaging Spec-

trograph (UVIS) team planned stellar occultation

observations on Cassini_s first and third close flybys

of Enceladus to search for the presence of a tenuous

atmosphere (6). The detection, by the Cassini Mag-

netometer team (7), of draped field lines consistent

with the presence of an atmosphere gave further

impetus to the second occultation observation. Be-

cause of Enceladus_ small size and weak gravity

(È12 cm/s2), any sputtered or sublimated atmo-

sphere will be lost (8); thus, if a tenuous atmosphere

were to be detected, it would have to come from

some sort of geologic activity. We now know that
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